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EXPERT: Eyal Ronen, cyber 
researcher at Israel’s Weizmann  
Institute of Science

what worries him: Even with the 
right security precautions, devices will 
still be vulnerable.
why: “There needs to be a basic 
change in which all these commer-
cial alliances set the security for IoT 
devices. They currently sit with security 
experts and write code that doesn’t go 
through outside review. There should 
be a red-team approach to see if their 
code can be challenged and hacked 
before it is implemented. I was able 
to attack a high-end cryptographi-
cally protected network of Philips IoT 
lighting devices thanks to a bug in their 
software. It was the irst place I looked. 
Like Google and some other software 
companies, everyone should ofer 
bounty programs to computer experts 
to make their code safer.” 

EXPERT: Dale Drew, chief security 
oicer at Level 3 Communications, 
a telecommunications company 
and internet service provider

what worries him: The acces-
sibility and adaptability of Mirai, the 
malware used to take over smart ther-
mostats, remote cameras, and other 
Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Mirai 
was used to stage the distributed-
denial-of-service attack that took 
down sites including The New York 
Times, Netlix, and Reddit in 2016.
why: “We typically see evolution of 
botnets occur fairly slowly over time, 
but with Mirai, that irst code has been 
released [online, so that other hackers 
can add their own features]. It’s a fairly 
sophisticated botnet right out of the 
gate, and we’ve seen a lot of people 
evolving it with new capability and new 
features—not only in acquisition of vic-
tims, but also capability to attack.”

EXPERT: 
Dean Sysman, 
chief technol-
ogy oicer at 
Cymmetria, a 
cybersecurity 
company

few sites but to  

from the internet.
why: “If someone were to attack 
routers, he could probably have con-
trol over millions of people’s internet 
connections. Or if he was able to 
make one of the root DNS services 
go out—which would require attack-
ing numerous corporate servers and 
is totally possible—we could lose the 
entirety of the .com or .uk domains.” 

EXPERT: Martin McKeay, senior 
security advocate at Akamai, a 
Cloud service provider

what worries him: The weak-to-
nonexistent security of Internet of 
Things devices—smartphones, refrig-
erators, baby monitors, etc.—and the 
potential expansion of these attacks 
to medical devices.
why: “Hackers use hard-coded user-
names and passwords to load code 
into the memory on IoT devices. Sim-
ply shutting down and rebooting the 
device is the easiest way to get rid of 
the infection, but when you turn the 
devices on again, you may ind they 
are soon reinfected with Mirai. These 
devices shouldn’t be directly con-
nected to the internet in the irst place. 
They should all be behind a irewall. [If 
someone were to] make a worm and 
let it loose in a hospital and it could 
target insulin pumps or heart deibrilla-
tors, you could kill people.”

IS SOMEONE  

GOING TO HACK  
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THE THREAT REPORT

BOMB- 

DETECTING 

SPINACH

The Threat: LAND MINES

The Response:

Scientists at MIT, led by 
chemical engineering 
professor Michael Strano, 
modiied wild spinach 
using trace nanoparticles 
to emit an infrared signal 
when it detects explo-
sives in the soil. “The plant 
brings groundwater in 
the soil up through the 
roots,” Strano says, where 
any explosives cause a 
reaction. Which means 
detecting a land mine 
becomes much more sim-
ple. Just aim a cellphone 
camera at the spinach, and 
as long as it looks luores-
cent, you know you’re safe. 
While we won’t exactly be 
planting spinach in Syria, 
this is an important irst 
step to using plants to 
warn people of unseen 
issues like dangerous pol-
lutants. And even if there 
are no bombs, you’ll always 
have plenty of vitamin K.  

       —Katie Miller

BAD NEWS: It may have already been hacked. Worse: You wouldn’t even know. 

Here is what we’re hearing from some of the world’s leading security experts and 

white-hat hackers.  BY DA N I E L D U B N O


